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Abstract: This paper presents a control and monitoring system for the heat
distribution network servicing the buildings of the University of Mining and Metallurgy
(AGH) campus in Kraków. The system has a multi-layer structure and integrates several
state-of-the-art technologies and standards applied in modern industrial automatics.
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1 Introduction

Energy consumption for heating purposes accounts for a significant part of the
budgets of individual and collective users. This increases the importance of issues related to
the monitoring of heating energy flows, analysis of flow parameters, verification of fees
and, in the first place, minimization of energy consumption.  Adequate control of energy
consumption and distribution is one of the most significant means of power consumption
optimization, besides methods such as thermal insulation of buildings, etc.

Modern heating systems tend to apply automation of the processes of energy
production, delivery and control of recipient substations [KRZYZAK 1999]. Recent
developments in microprocessor technology and industrial IT tools created new
possibilities in the areas of access to real-time information about the operating parameters
of a heating system and fast data processing. The application of modern telecommunication
and computer technologies allows effective transfer of operating data even within the entire
territory of a city. There are new concepts such as „telemonitoring”, „telecontrol”, or
„virtual enterprise” [GREGA 1999] reflecting the trends related to the integration of
geographically scattered and functionally different systems of automated control,
production management and planning into one consistent system with unrestricted
information flow between particular components. This has opened new possibilities for
optimum delivery and distribution of heating energy but, on the other hand, set new
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challenges related to the search for new control concepts and methods. The fact that the
depreciation of investments made to modernise automated control systems and
establishment of a heat distribution monitoring and optimization system can be achieved in
a relatively short time through reduction of the power charges is an additional motivation.

The system of automated control implemented in the heating system supplying the
group of buildings of the University of Mining and Metallurgy (AGH) campus in Kraków
is a typical example of such a project. During the heating season of 2000/2001 the buildings
were consuming up to 20 GJ/h. Such a high power consumption allows significant savings
if a proper control strategy is implemented.

The heating system of the AGH campus became the focus of the “System for
monitoring and optimization of heat energy consumption in AGH” project implemented in
years 2000/01. The key objectives of the project were:
• to develop a system allowing control and  monitoring of the operations of a heating

substations being part of the AGH power and heat supply system,
• to identify ways to optimise energy consumption and develop adequate control

algorithms.

2 Integrated Control and Monitoring System

The main AGH campus heating substation (MHS) supplies heat and hot water to a
group of 16 lecturing, administration  and laboratory  buildings. It  is composed  of a set of
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Figure 1. Structure of the AGH heat distribution control and monitoring
System
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heat exchangers with a total capacity of app. 8 MW, fitted with pumps, expansion vessels
and a heating water treatment plant. The substation’s throughput accounts for app. 70% of
the total heating energy consumed. Seven smaller distance substations supply remaining
university buildings are located up to 2,5 km from the MHS. They are equipped with local
systems control controlling the energy inflow.

The developed system of control and monitoring has a multi-level structure. It consists
of the following levels (Figure.1):

Direct control and data gathering level collecting information from the MHS (Main
Heating Substation) and from some substations located in a close distance to MHS. The key
elements of this layer are PLC controllers equipped with local industrial network interfaces
(CAN fieldbus) [LORENZ 1997]. The tasks occurring at this level consist of regular
readouts of the substation operating parameters. It also carries out the base tasks of direct
process control: stabilization of temperatures in the heating and service water installations,
follow-up tracking of changes in outdoor temperature, detection and signalling of exceeded
substation operating parameters.

Data acquisition and monitoring unit (Main Server). It is a high-parameter PC-class
computer serving as a platform for the SCADA industrial operating system. The installed
iFIX system [WWW.INTELLUTION] performs tasks that are typical for a power dispatch
unit – acquisition of
substations operating
data to the databases,
visualization of the
process status as well
as detection and
reporting of emergency
conditions. The
example of the operator
screen available
through the main server
is shown in Figure 2.
The main server is also
used as a supervisory
control platform
changing reference
temperature values in
the particular
installations. The iFIX
system communicates,
via Internet, with the
heat supply control
systems in distance
buildings, using novel
technology of modular IPC-Chip network servers [KOLEK 2002].

Figure 2. Visualization of the MHS operating parameters
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Backup server – generates and stores backup copies of databases, performs data
analyses and provides access to substation operating data to all Internet users (see:
http://wg.ia. agh.edu.pl)

The suggested structure of the system meets the key requirements of modern remote
control and monitoring systems. The system is scalable and open, meaning possible
optional addition of subsequent controllers to the implemented CAN network. The
preparation and wiring covers an area of app, 1.5 km2. If necessary, it will be possible to
add new embranchments to the network, reaching the most remote buildings. It will also be
possible to exchange data with other control and data acquisition systems using open
interface standards. The “open” character of the system software allows easy modification,
including addition of new procedures used in various research projects and experiments.

3 Direct Control

Optimal control of a heating system should aim at minimizing the difference between
the current demand for heating energy and the supply. Hot heating water supplied by the
MPEC (Municipal Power and Heating Company) plant (app. 110ºC) transfers the heat to an
internal heating installation (flow of over 600 t/h) and service water installations. The
demand depends, in
the first place, on the
outdoor temperature
and time of the day or
season  but also  on
the accumulation
capacity of the heating
system. The required
temperature of the
heating water (Tfxo in
Figure  3) can thus be
determined based on
outdoor temperature
information. After
application of a
correcting factor  (the
value of the factor
depends on the applied
supervisory control
method for Tprof) this
temperature is then
being compared to the
temperature of the
water supplying the buildings, and the deviations are being minimized by controller R1
regulating supply to the heat exchangers on the MPEC side. A similar control structure has
been applied in the service water supply system.
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The above control scheme is commonly applied in the automated control of local
substations supplying individual buildings. However, the size of the AGH campus and the
area covered by the heating network cause additional complications. For example, changes
in flow on the supply side of the heat exchanger result in uneven changes in heaters’
temperature (after a few minutes in rooms directly adjacent to the substation and up to an
hour later in more remote points of the network). The temperature of the supply water (and
thus the available heating capacity) on MPEC side may change up to 30% within 12 hours,
along with stochastic changes in supply pressure. If the heat supply control system has to
take into account the fact that some of the buildings are only used in specific times of the
day and that standard thermal comfort has to be reinstated in working hours, it becomes
clear that there is need for non-conventional supervisory control methods, based on a model
of the system.

The control sequences (Tprof in Figure 3) introduce a supervisory correcting factor for
the preset temperature, depending on the time of the day and year, outdoor and indoor
temperatures and the measured or calculated current energy consumption in individual
buildings (Wb in Figure 3). Selection of the adequate time sequence of changes in preset
temperature results in more or less significant power savings. Inadequate application of this
scheme may, on the other hand, cause energy losses.

Control of the heating system circulation pumps is also related to the profile of the
preset temperature Trefco.  When the building indoor temperature gets close to the outdoor
temperature (it often happens at the end of heating season), power consumption goes down
approaching zero.  In such a situation, pumping can be reduced or the pumps may get shut
down. This task is being performed by the PLC2 controller (Figure 1).

4 Supervisory Control

The core principle of the energy saving algorithm is based on lowering the night-time
temperature and increasing it in the morning, taking into account the weather/temperature
profile. Decrease in temperature results in
energy savings. Increasing the
temperature causes energy losses but
reinstates thermal comfort in the heated
facilities. The main disturbances observed
in the system influence hot heating water
tempertaure supplied by the MPEC
( )(tTzm ) and outdoor temperature
( )(tTw ).

More precisely, the optimal
supervisory control problem was
formulated as follows. Using the models
of the energy consumption and prediction
of )(tTzm  and )(tTw  find the optimal
function  Tprof.(t) such that:
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• the consumption of the energy is minimized in the time period ],[ 20 tt :

min ∫
2

0

)(
t

t
CO dttW , where )(tWCO is  the  power temporary  consumed by the heating system.

• the avarage termal comfort in the buildings is restored at the end of the period :

ε≤− ))(ˆ( 2tTT wewwew , where wewT̂ - desired  temperature in the rooms.

Figure 4 shows the power savings profile, being the difference between hypothetical
power and real consumed power (2001.01.28 to 2001.02.03). During the night-time
temperature reduction, the power saving has a positive value. Part of the saved energy is
used during the morning overheating. The saving/loss balance is positive, achieved energy
savings amount to 300 GJ. To calculate a hypothetical  power consumption (and finally,
power savings) a neural network based model was developed [Grega, Kolek 2001].

5 Conclusions

The applied control system and supervisory control algorithms do result in power
savings. Initial evaluation indicates that the investments in implementation of this project
got depreciated through reduced heating bills during the 2000/2001 heating season.
Analysis of long-term data and improvement of supervisory control algorithms may
become a potential source of further savings.

The implemented hardware and software configuration represents state-of-the-art
concepts and technologies applied in industrial control. Internet access to substation
operational parameters and data established the foundation of a virtual research and
teaching laboratory, allowing verification of research results on an industrial-type process.
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